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Photocurrent measurements have been performed on a quantum cascade detector structure under strong magnetic field B applied parallel to the growth axis. The photocurrent shows oscillations as a function of B. In order
to describe this behavior, we have developed a rate equation model. The interpretation of the experimental data
supports the idea that an elastic scattering contribution plays a central role in the behavior of these structures.
We present a calculation of the electron lifetime versus magnetic field which suggests that impurities scattering
in the active region is the limiting factor. These experiments lead to a better understanding of these complex
structures and identify key parameters to optimize them further.

I.

II. QCD STRUCTURE

INTRODUCTION

The quantum cascade detector,1 (QCD) recently proposed
and realized in both the mid-infrared2 and in the THz3,4
range, is a photovoltaic version of the quantum well infrared
photodetector (QWIP).5 The band structure of these devices is
designed as a quantum cascade laser (QCL) under no applied
electric field.1,3 As such, the QCD structure is designed
to generate an electronic displacement under illumination
through a cascade of quantum levels without the need of
an applied voltage. They are totally passive systems and
show a response only to photon excitation. Owing to this
photovoltaic behavior, QCDs can work with a higher doping
level than QWIPs and therefore possess higher quantum
efficiencies, lower dark currents and longer integration times.
QCDs have already been realised with different material
systems over the last few years.2,6–8 A typical mid-infrared
QCD structure contains several identical periods, each one
of them containing between 5 and 10 coupled quantum
wells. A period is made of an ‘active region’ dedicated to
the absorption of infrared photons and a ‘cascade region’
optimized for the electron transfer between two consecutive
regions.
In a semiconductor quantum well structure, a magnetic field
applied along the growth direction breaks the 2D in-plane continuum into discrete Landau levels (LLs). This experimental technique has been used to evaluate the different contributions of various scattering mechanisms in complex quantum cascade structures.4,9–12 The aim of the current magnetophotocurrent study is to understand electronic transport in
QCDs under illumination and to study the scattering mechanisms involved in these complex structures at their working
temperature (80 K). We further develop a simple model of
transport under illumination in a QCD as well as calculations
of rates for various electron scattering mechanisms. Through
a comparison between experimental and calculation results,
we highlight the mechanism limiting the response of QCDs.

The QCD under study is a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure with a detection wavelength of 8 µm. It consists of
40 identical periods of 7 coupled GaAs quantum wells
(QWs).
Al0.34 Ga0.66 As barriers are used in order to
reach a conduction band-offset of 275 meV. N-doping of
the first QW (5 × 1011 cm−2 ) of each period allows to
populate its first energy level |downi in the conduction
band with electrons (see Fig 1). We stress the fact that
such doping level is much higher than in standard QCL
structures, and also that dopants are placed in the first
QW, i.e., in the active region of the QCD. The layer sequence in Å starting from the first quantum well is as follows
67.8/56.5/19.8/39.6/22.6/31.1/28.3/31.1/33.9/31.1/39.6/31.1/45
(the barrier widths are represented in bold types). Figure 1
recalls the principle of the device: owing to the absorption
of a mid-infrared photon, an electron is excited from the
fundamental level of the structure |downi to the upper levels
|upi which are delocalized across the first two QWs. High
dipole matrix elements between |upi and the other energy
levels of the cascade allows electrons to be transferred to the
right QWs as a result of a series of LO-phonon scattering
events. Levels in the cascade are labelled |ci i with i = 1 to 5.
The last QW of the cascade is identical to the first one and the
period is repeated in order to increase the induced potential
that results from this electron transfer. By closing the circuit,
a significant photocurrent is expected without any applied
bias. The studied samples are 100 × 100 µm2 square mesas
obtained by reactive ion etching.

III.

MAGNETO-PHOTOCURRENT MEASUREMENTS

QCDs are mounted inside an insert at the center of a
superconducting coil where a magnetic field B up to 16 T can
be applied parallel to the growth axis. Light is emitted by a
globar source from a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer
and guided to the sample. The experiment consists in measur-
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FIG. 1: Conduction band diagram of one period of an 8 µm QCD
showing the wavefunction of each energy levels. Note that the
ground state of the first QW belongs to the former period and is noted
|downi. The arrows illustrate the electronic path during a detection
event.

ing the current under illumination Ilight , without any applied
voltage, at 80 K while the magnetic field is swept from zero
to its maximum value.
Typical results are shown in figure 2(a). The photocurrent
shows oscillations as a function of the magnetic field, superposed on a general behavior corresponding approximately
to a quadratic decrease. This main decreasing component is
attributed to the magneto-resistance of the contacts of the
sample.12 This quadratic decrease has been removed from the
experimental data in figure 2(b).
At zero magnetic field, all the quantum levels of a period
have plane-wave-like energy dispersion in the direction parallel to the layers. At 0 V and without any illumination, electronic transitions from one level to another compensate each
other resulting in zero current (the system is in equilibrium).13
When a magnetic field is applied along the growth axis, the
subbands split into ladders of discrete Landau levels given by:
1
En,p = En0 + (p + )~ωc
2
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FIG. 2: (a) Current under illumination as a function of magnetic field
at zero bias. (b) Ilight as a function of the magnetic field where the
contribution of the magnetoresistance has been subtracted. (c) Fanchart of |up, 0i and |down, pi as a function of B from Eq. 1 taking
into account the band nonparabolicity.

n.
Figure 2(c) represents the evolution in energy of the Landau levels |up, 0i and |down, pi as a function of magnetic
field from Eq. 1, taking into account the band nonparabolicity. Minima of current in magnetic field are in good agreement with crossing of LL |up, 0i with LLs |down, pi with
p = 6, 7, 8, 9 at B = 15.3 T, 13.0 T, 11.4 T, 10.1 T, respectively (dashed vertical bars in Fig. 2). Comparing Figure 2(b) and 2(c) leads to the conclusion that an elastic scattering mechanism is dominant in this structure and mainly
involves |upi and |downi levels. A complete description of
the mechanisms involved in the photocurrent and a model describing it as a function of B are presented in parts IV and V.
Oscillations at low magnetic field, between B = 4 T and 9 T
are described in part V.

(1)

where n and p are integers, n is the index of the subband
and p the index of the Landau level, ~ωc = ~eB/m⋆ is
the cyclotron energy, e is the electronic charge and m⋆ the
effective mass in GaAs. En0 is the energy of the subband
edge at zero magnetic field. The effect of the magnetic
field on the QCD photocurrent is quite similar to that in a
three-level active region of a QCL where electron-scattering
from the upper state is modulated by the magnetic field.9,10
Indeed, depending on the value of the magnetic field, the
Landau level arrangement strongly influences the scattering
of electrons from the various |up, 0i levels to |n, pi, where
|n, pi designates the p Landau level originating from subband

IV.

MODEL AND SCATTERING MECHANISMS
INVOLVED IN THE CURRENT

In a previous paper, we presented magneto-current measurement without any illumination.12 These experiments put
in evidence some leakages from level |downi to the levels
in the next cascade when the detector is submitted to an
applied bias. This current is called the dark current (Idark )
and we demonstrated Idark originates from several parallel
cross transitions for a fixed temperature. As described in
part III, we do not apply any bias on our structure for these
photocurrent experiments: the current measured in this work

3
originates from a displacement of electrons after a photon
absorption.
In this part, we describe in detail the model that leads to the
magneto-photocurrent oscillations in a QCD. We propose a
model of transport within one single period by a rate equation
approach. We assume that electrons are in the upper detector state (|upi) through absorption of a photon and we establish the rate equation for this level. Electrons can leave this
state either by falling back to the fundamental level |downi or
through the cascade |ci i. i.e.:
Nup
Nc
Nup
Ndown
dNup
−
+
−
+ αNdown
=
dt
τdown−up τup−down τc−up τup−c
(2)
where the subscribe c stands for the whole
cascade,
N
is
the
i
P5
1
1
sheet density of level |ii, τup−c
=
i=1 τup−ci , τm−n the
scattering time of an electron in level |mi towards the level
|ni and α the absorption efficiency coefficient. The current
we are measuring in our macroscopic experimental setup is
given by:
Nc
Nup
J
−
=
q
τup−c
τc−up

(3)

where J is the current density and q the charge of electron. We
recall the equilibrium conditions explained in part III when no
bias is applied and without illumination:

e
Nup
Ne

 down =
τdown−up
τup−down
e
e
Nup
N

c

τup−c = τc−up

(4)

The exponent ’e’ signifies equilibrium. We assume that the
population of level |downi is the same in equilibrium and
e
under illumination (Ndown ≈ Ndown
) and obviously the pope
ulation of level |upi varies under illumination (Nup 6= Nup
).
In a stationary state we find from equations 2 and 3:
e
Nup
J
Nup
−
+ αNdown
=
q
τup−down
τup−down

(5)

The variation of population of level |upi in the two different
situations can be expressed as:
e
Nup − Nup
= αNdown τup

where

1
τup

=

1
τup−down

+

(6)

1
τup−c

Vimp (R, Ri ) =

As a conclusion the current is given by:


J
τup−down
= αNdown QE
= αNdown
q
τup−down + τup−c

As mentioned above, as α and Ndown are constant, the only
figure which varies under magnetic field is the quantum
efficiency QE, as a function of the subband lifetimes.
This model is in agreement with the trade-off presented
in Ref. 12, where the efficiency of the detector is ruled by
the ability to generate photocarriers and then to extract them
owing to the cascade. As a consequence, both lifetimes
τup−down and τup−c have to be involved in the photocurrent.
The lifetimes are directly obtained from calculation of the
scattering rates of the different elastic and inelastic mechanisms. As mentioned in Ref. 14 and Ref. 10, two mechanisms
are dominant in these mid-infrared GaAs cascade structures LO-phonon emission and interface roughness.
We present in table I the calculated scattering rates of the
different processes at B = 0 T. For interface roughness,
we used a Gaussian autocorrelation of the roughness, with
an average height of ∆ = 2.8 Å and a correlation length
of Λ = 60 Å.15 LO phonon emission scattering time has
been calculated as in Ref. 14. In our structure, a third
scattering mechanism becomes important - ionized impurities
scattering. In Ref. 10 this process has been neglected as the
doped layers were separated from the optical transition. In
this work, instead, the doping level is much higher and the
doped layers is in the core of the active region. As a direct
consequence of these two effects, we calculate that impurities
scattering is the most efficient process in our system.

Scattering mechanism
LO phonon emission
Interface roughness
Impurity scattering

1/τup−down
7.0 × 1011
6.0 × 1011
1.8 × 1013

1/τup−c
7.9 × 1011
8.6 × 1012
5.2 × 1013

TABLE I: Scattering rates in s−1 are calculated using different scattering processes for an electron in the |upi subband at B = 0 T.

In order to take into account the main scattering process we
calculate ionized-impurities scattering as a function of magnetic field. The electron-ionized impurity interaction potential
is given by16 :

2πe2 X 1
exp [−Q⊥ |z − zi | + iQ⊥ · (ρ − ρi )] ,
4πε0 εr S
Q⊥
Q⊥

(7)

(8)

4
where S = Lx Ly is the sample surface, Ri = (ρi , zi ) is the
impurity position in the well, and Q⊥ = (Qx , Qy ) is the electron wavevector in the layer plane. The electron wavefunction,
in presence of a magnetic field applied along the heterostructure growth direction, is given by
 eiky y
|m, n, ky i = χm (z)φn x + ℓ2c ky p
,
Ly


1
τ2,n=0,ky



(9)

where χm (z) is the heterostructure envelope function corresponding to the mth subband, φn is the nth Hermite
p function
associated with the nth Landau level and ℓc = ~/eB is the
magnetic length. We calculate the scattering time for an electron in the lowest Landau level (n = 0) of the upper subband
towards the Landau levels of lower subband using Fermi’s
golden rule and assuming broadened Landau levels,14 giving:

2π X X X
=
1, n′ , ky′ Vimp (R, Ri ) |2, n = 0, ky i
~ i
′
′
n

ky

2

#
"
2
(E2 − E1 − n′ ~ωc )
1
√ exp −
.
2δ 2
δ 2π

(10)

where δ is the broadening parameter of LLs. According to Ref. 14, the inhomogeneous broadening model results in an expression
of the average scattering rate which resembles that obtained by replacing the deltalike peaks of the Landau levels density of
imp
states by Gaussian functions. As such we take δ = 6 meV, a value consistent with ~/τup−down
obtained in the following. The
calculation of the matrix element leads to


1
τ2,n=0,ky




2
2π
e2
=
NimpS
~ 4πε0 εr
Z
Z
√
XX
dQx dQy
− Qx 2 +Qy 2 |z−zi |
×
|2i
h1|
e
Q2x + Q2y
′
z
n

i

2

hn′ , ky + Qy | eiQx x |n = 0, ky i

2

"
#
2
(E2 − E1 − n′ ~ωc )
1
.
× √ exp −
2δ 2
δ 2π

where NimpS is the area impurity density. Making the variable change x̃ = x + ℓ2c ky and following Mycielski et al.17 we obtain
′

hn , ky + Qy | e

iQx x

|n = 0, ky i = e

−iQx ℓ2c ky




n′


1
ℓc
i 2
1 2 2
n′
2
√ exp − ℓc Qx Qy
√
(Qy + iQx ) exp − ℓc Qx + Qy
2
4
2
n′ !
(11)

which introduced in the previous equation gives


2
e2
NimpS
τ2,n=0,ky
4πε0 εr
′

 2
√
X X 1  ℓ2 n Z Z
2

 ′
ℓc
c
− Qx 2 +Qy 2 |z−zi |
2
2
2
2 n −1
h1|
e
|2i
exp
−
Q
+
Q
Q
+
Q
dQ
dQ
×
x
y
x
y
x
y
′
n! 2
2
zi n′
"
#
2
1
(E2 − E1 − n′ ~ωc )
× √ exp −
. (12)
2δ 2
δ 2π
1



2π
=
~



Then using polar coordinates dQx dQy = Q⊥ dQ⊥ dθ and making the variable change X =
is:


1
τ2,n=0,ky



=

×

2π 2
~



XX
zi

n′

e2
4πε0 εr

2

ℓ2c 2
2 Q⊥ ,

the final expression obtained

NimpS

"
#
!
√
2
Z +∞
2
2X
(E2 − E1 − n′ ~ωc )
1
1
n′ −1 −X
√ exp −
dX
|z
−
z
|
|2i
X
e
h1|
exp
−
i
2δ 2
n′ ! 0
ℓc
δ 2π

Figure 3 presents a comparison between the experimental

data and the calculated electron-ionized impurities scattering
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FIG. 3: (a) ∆Ilight as a function of magnetic field where the contribution of the magneto-resistance has been subtracted.12 (b) Ionized
imp
impurity scattering τup−down
under magnetic field between |upi and
imp
|downi levels. (c) Ionized impurity scattering τup−c
under magnetic
field between |upi and levels in the cascade. (d) Quantum efficiency
(QE) calculated with Eq. 7

times as a function of magnetic field. Minima in photocurrent
at high field correspond to minima in the calculation (vertical
dotted lines) and the photocurrent behavior is attributed to
imp
oscillations of τup−down
.

V.

INTERPRETATION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In this section, we concentrate on the description of photocurrent as a function of B owing to Eq. 7. Low magnetic
field photocurrent oscillations are also discussed. Figure 3
presents a comparison between experimental results and
our model. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show the two scattering
times involved in Eq. 7 as a function of B calculated with
electron-ionized impurities scattering. Figure 3(d) shows the
calculation of the related quantum efficiency.
First, the oscillating behavior at high magnetic field
(B > 9 T) originates from the scattering process involved
in the electronic transfer from |upi to |downi. This transfer
imp
leads to minima in the current which fit well with τup−down
imp
and the QE. At the same time τup−c
has a long period

Second, at low magnetic field (B < 9 T), there is a
discrepancy between the experimental oscillating behavior
and the calculed QE, especially at 8 T where the data show a
broad peak. There can be two reasons for this: (i) the calculation of τup−c itself, or (ii) a scattering mechanism for the
transport of electrons away from the active region, inside the
cascade. Concerning the first one, in the calculation of τup−c
we took into account the impurity scattering mechanism
which is found to be stronger than any other mechanism, in
particular LO-phonon emission. This is due to the fact that
the energy separation between the |upi and |c1 i states is short
by ∼ 13 meV to the LO-phonon energy. But there exists a
particular magnetic field at which the first Laudau level of
|upi will be separated from |c1 i by exactly one LO-phonon.
This should occur at 13/1.6 ∼ 8 T and would enhance greatly
the extraction of electrons from the active region to the
cascade. Concerning the second mechanism that can enhance
the peak at 8 T, it can be seen in Fig.2b that ∆Ilight presents
actually two maxima at B = 5.8 T and B = 8 T. According
to Eq.1, the characteristic energy of this series of oscillations
is ∆E ∼ 37 meV. This energy is close to the separation
energy of subsequent levels in the cascade. In the vicinity
of the crossings of |ci , 0i and |ci+1 , pi, interface roughness
scattering enhances the flow of electrons through the cascade.
Assuming that this series is relevant for our structure, two
extra maxima should arise at B = 11.7 T and B = 23.4 T.
The latter is out of our experimental range, but the former is
present on ∆Ilight curve superimposed on the short period
imp
oscillating behavior of τup−down
. As such, this new series of
resonances in the cascade region also provides an explanation
to the discrepancy in amplitude between the experimental
results and the calculation of QE around 12 T.
Previously, two models were developed for this structure
to describe the dark current.12,18 The first one assumed a
quasi-Fermi equilibrium on all the structure due to a fast
extraction in the cascade whereas the second one assumed
a thermalized population in each subband of the cascade.
This second model helped to describe the dark current at
high temperatures, and pointed out the cascade design as a
crucial step in the structure definition. Thanks to the present
work, extraction towards the cascade as well as intra-cascade
resonances are highlighted as optimizing factors which have

6
to be improved to increase the performance of the detector.
Finally, it is worth stressing that the physics in this particular QCD is quite different from the one in usual quantum
cascade structures (for example quantum cascade lasers)
because the doping level is much higher and positioned
in the active absorption layer. As a consequence, usual
scattering interactions are calculated to be less efficient than
the impurity scattering as shown in table I. For instance in
Ref. 3, the doping level corresponds to an effective sheet
carrier density of 8.7 × 109 cm−2 instead of 5 × 1011 cm−2
in our sample. As such, there is no contradiction with former
work in quantum cascade structures.

imp
and an enhancing scattering time τup−c
. We have performed
calculations in order to describe electron-impurities scattering
imp
as a function of magnetic field and to evaluate τup−down
and
imp
τup−c . Finally, we have used both our model and calculations
to define and evaluate the quantum efficiency of the structure.
In order to improve further this efficiency, we suggest to shift
the impurities in another location of the structure in order to
imp
minimize 1/τup−down
. Moreover magnetic field has allowed
us to highlight the crucial part of the design of the cascade
imp
in order to enhance τup−c
. Thanks to this work we assess
the different fundamental electronic mechanisms within these
complex heterostructures.

VI. CONCLUSION
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